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1. Aims and Priorities
The Police and Crime Commissioner’s aim is that the Police and Crime Plan will be delivered
through the inclusion and involvement of the many partnerships and communities in
Gloucestershire with the aim of making it a safer place in which to live and work.
The Police and Crime Plan is being delivered through:







Priority 1 – Accessibility and accountability (AA)
Priority 2 – Older but not overlooked (OBNO)
Priority 3 – Young people becoming adults (YPBA)
Priority 4 – Safe days and nights for all (SDAN)
Priority 5 – Safe and social driving (SSD)
Priority 6 – Safer cyber (SC)

Delivery plans for the above priorities will be continually developed throughout the period of the
Police and Crime Plan 2017 to 2021 and will aim to deliver value for money.
The purpose of the Police and Crime Plan Priorities Quarterly Highlight Report is to provide all
stakeholders with an update that monitors progress in respect of each of the priorities, to
include:





activities achieved during the current quarter;
activities expected during the next quarter;
any risks or issues identified will be managed through the risk and issue registers;
overview of budget

This report is a summary against activities. Members should note that this information is
retrospective for the reporting quarter mentioned; as such it is an executive summary. Due to
report production timescales, information and updates may have since been superseded and
will be updated in future reports.
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2. Quarterly update on progress for period
Accessibility and accountability
Intent:
To get the right resources to the right situation or problem first time, every time, on time and dealing
with the matter appropriately and effectively
To realise the ideal of the local officer working in and with the communities of Gloucestershire
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Channel Management Development
Comm’s and Engagement and our Force Control Room are developing new and smarter ways to access
and communicate with the Constabulary.
Website and online crime reporting form are currently being optimised. Research and scanning to
consider webchat and social media reporting mechanisms within current ICT parameters and future
software requirements.
A presentation regarding some of the emerging approaches to be delivered to the Chief Officer Group *
OPCC monthly review meeting November 7th and work will complement the Constabulary’s Public
Contact Program. Core to this will be the principle of customer care and the customer journey, any
approach will also be seeking support and influence from our public in designing new ways of working
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Force Control Room – Update from Peer & ‘Improving Operational Performance’ review
In order to continually develop and improve our service to our communities the Force Control Room
offers visits to and seeks feedback from community representatives, young people, IAG members –
realistically anyone who is interested in understanding this operational area. It is difficult to share and
inform our communities the workloads and demands that flow through this area of business – however
here is a snap shot of the demands that are placed on our service.

999 calls are 8% higher than last year and in the first quarter of 2018 were 25% higher than in 2015
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However we also seek insight and opportunities to develop from ‘peers and business colleagues.
We support ‘Common Purpose’ which run leadership development programmes in Gloucestershire and
set a ‘wicked problem’ for a group of students who reviewed the complex and at times unnecessary
demands placed on policing against resourcing issues.
The students who attended spent some time getting the background information on different areas of our
business and the demands that are placed upon them, together with the limitations with regard to both
resources and finance.
We then posed the question, ‘What would you do differently to keep people safe from harm, whilst
managing public demand and expectations?’
The students then had the opportunity to ask further questions of the police officers and staff in
attendance before considering their response. We have captured the key messages here:
Calls for service: everyone must get a response but that does not mean ‘sending a cop.’
However it was clear although the police must engage with people, their needs and understand they
want to be heard. Clearly giving a ‘response’ will increase satisfaction and support for the police.
Ideas Presented:







Unified database between 3 x 999 services & council data base / housing. This will assist to identify
Vulnerability and identify the right service to deliver this service – Using the elderly old lady example
who needs to be seen by someone.
Tap into voluntary sector (Discussed the out of hours issues we face) Pastors already being used,
could we extent that to charities to some in and support the police, one key area would be to utilise
Mental Health (MH) charities.
Police should engage young people as young as possible to make the YP and Police understand
that they are all part of the same community.
Hidden crimes / Online / Cyber security – Education for schools, businesses (keeping people safe
from harm) in the future either will need to be more of a police presence online.
Do we do multi-agency Emergency days for young people? From life boat, pol, ambo, fire, etc –
educate and prevent.
Recruitment using the Cribbs Causeway example – Try to engage people in the community to assist
us in the problem solving, it must be fun, it must feel useful. Discussed Boxing club idea. Mobilise our
communities.

Many of the ideas we can and will work on and we also want to develop different ways of engaging with
different sectors of the public to help us with the wicked problem and this is work that will be and is
captured under the channel management stream.
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Other work that has been completed:
We invited a contact specialist from West Midlands Police Contact Centre to review our systems,
performance information, working practices including people development and welfare. The insight here
is helping us develop our next stage performance management system, customer care and service
approach as well as work on better efficiency and effectiveness.
Alongside this we invited an internationally recognised business lead in ‘Improving Operational
Performance’ to spend 3 days in the control room environment and undertake a deep dive review of our
systems and processes. The work here is culminating in supporting a potential transformational program
around our approach to public demands, service delivery and customer care.
A lot of work ongoing and we will continue to update the OPCC with developments, opportunities and
next steps.
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Demand management
Developing, delivering and designing our service with our public.
In line with the above insight when we have a more structured program of work we want to ensure our
public have insight, support development and delivery of our next iteration of contact, initial investigation,
service and responding.
Working with the OPCC we will be seeking to put an event on demonstrating the complexities of
demand, resourcing and the choices we face daily.
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Update and insight to the Cadet led ‘Youth Neighbourhood Watch’ and other work
The cadets continue to work closely with colleagues in Neighbourhood Policing and are continually
developing new schemes and opportunities to engage with our communities. The Youth Neighbourhood
Watch scheme continues to evolve and has some barriers to overcome in relation to information sharing
and activity. However, the team continue to work on this and positively engage with our older
communities through visits to certain care homes and residential homes, providing a critical link between
our aging population and the next generation!
Other work relates specifically to Time Based Tasking and supporting community concerns from speed
watch activity to mobile phone operations run jointly with our Special Constabulary. The cadets also
support the Neighbourhood offer on a regular basis.
This month sees our Force Impact Awards and a number of submissions have been made regarding our
Cadets – their own personal and professional development as well as significant contribution to the
Constabulary.
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Work continues in developing our approach to the A417 corridor and pro-active, preventative and
education. Operation Indemnis is the name now given to the A417 project. This project is framed around
the national Project Galileo objectives of reducing Killed and Serious Injury (KSI) incidents on this road
and denying criminals its use. The concept is to deliver a proactive police patrol to support these
objectives within a wider collaboration of road safety stakeholders in the County.
The project is based on the Galileo principles of “behavioural change” and “procedural justice”. The
4

purpose being to positively change driver behaviour on this stretch of road to improve road safety and
reduce incidents. The approach taken will be to balance education and enforcement activity and foster
the perception of ‘fairness’ to bring the intended change in driver behaviour. This is to support the Police
and Crime plan’s ‘Safe and Social Driving’ objective.
The Indemnis team will be based around resourcing from the Special Constabulary (SC), supported by
colleagues from roads policing, neighbourhood and any other partner agency interested in or having the
pre-requisite experience, capability and understanding in delivering behavioural change initiatives
towards road safety.
The principle is to treat the A417 corridor and its users as a community in itself and adopt a
neighbourhood policing approach. Training for our staff commences late October to ensure they are
equipped and able to utilise appropriate equipment and procurement of such equipment also in place
late October to start activity as soon as practicable
6

Citizens in Policing (CiP) update and next steps
The work of the Special Constabulary continues to gather pace with core work focussed on delivering to
community concerns and Time Based Tasking, the OPCC priority of Safer and Social driving as well as
supporting many other elements of the Constabulary business. Below are some of the highlighted work
completed this current period:
Gloucestershire Special Constabulary
Special Constable Numbers

As of 19 October 2018

Active

124

Leave of Absence

3

Non-Operational

37 (23 still in training)

TOTAL

164

Independent Patrol

65

Non-Independent Patrol

99

Non-Operational would mean Officer Safety Training (OST) expired, Injured or still in Induction Training
Total number of Hours for 2018 (as of 19 October 2018)

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

TOTAL
2018

3,099

2,823

3,887

2,965

3,090

3,310

3,679

3,095

3,272

1,806

31,026
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Operational Progress
Working within Force Response Unit (FRU) / Neighbourhood Policing (NHP)
This is seen as Business as usual, a lot of hours go into supporting FRU and NHP delivery
SC attached to Investigations
SC Biz Harding has been working with Sgt Matt Dadge and will be attached to the Investigations Team,
as well as assisting Supt Bridget Woodhall’s team in Criminal Justice Department.
Op Initial (14/10/2018)
Op INITIAL saw 10 non-independent officers on their first duty as a warranted officer work alongside 1
Special Inspector, 5 Special Sergeants, 5 Special Constables, 4 PCSO’s, 1 Regular Sergeant and 3
Regular PC’s, 2 of which were from the Roads Policing team. Also in attendance was Richard Olpin from
the Stroud Community Speed watch. The officers worked over 4 areas, Gloucester, Stroud, Forest and
Tewkesbury.
The weather was not very kind throughout the day and we all got a little bit wet, however the results
showed it did not deter the motivation of the team! The feedback provided by the officers is that they
rated the event on average 4.5 out of 5 and the only developmental feedback was the weather, although
unfortunately that is even out of our control! Comments made by the new officers included “very
enjoyable with a comfortable environment to put into practise the skills learnt during training”, “a great
first taste of what policing is like” and “I really enjoyed the op and it has 100% given me the policing
bug!”.
In total the 4 teams dealt with:
NHP Patrols
8 hours - Time Based Tasking in the (3) Forest and (5) Stroud
10 hours foot patrol – Gloucester/Stroud/Forest/Tewkesbury
4 Community Alerts
1 Anti-Social Behaviour
2 Found property
Safe and Social Driving
146 roadside vehicle stops including 40 words of advice
15 blue light compliant stops
8 Traffic Offence Report (TOR) (1 tyres, 50 in a 40, 2 x 47 in a 30, 42 in a 30)
2 vehicle seizures
2 S59 warnings
1 non-endorsable ticket
1 Vehicle Defect Rectification Scheme
1 no tax
1 driving not in accordance with their licence
1 P31 file (67 in a 40/no seatbelt, no tax – seized)
Good news story: Sgt Sue OLIVER would like to say a massive thank you to Martyn and Sue Garrett
who dealt with the “hundreds” of PNC checks made on the day and to their patience and feedback
provided to the new officer around the development of their airwave communication. Thank you to the
Specials SMT and the 4 sergeants, 1 inspector and Steve Lindsay who supported me throughout the
development of this operation and were fundamental in the success of this event on the day.
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PC Oz Myrie and PC Jerry Tranter were exceptional in their mentoring of the Gloucester team and, I
have been advised that PC Graham Smith, PCSO Jayne Fellows and Mark Lifton looked after the Stroud
team rather well too. PCSO Sue Pritchard provided valuable knowledge and support to the Forest Team
and the stop sites were selected to support her involvement with road safety in the patch. A great team
effort!
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Other work completed:
Op Tutelage – 10 October 2018 (Working with South West Regional Organised Crime Unit)
North Site Results: Gloucester A417 Granny Pumps
18 x vehicles stopped
1 x Vehicle seized for no tax
1 x Vehicle seized for no insurance & Kerosene in fuel tank (HMRC Fuel Testing) – Vehicle also on false Irish plate
1 x Vehicle reported for vehicle defects
1 x Driver reported for no licence, driving not in accordance with licence and carrying passengers in a dangerous
manner
1 x Stop of OCG (Op Concepcion) vehicle; copies of documents taken by trading standards for review for
compliance under doors stop selling Regulations & Consumer Regulations & legitimacy of ‘Trust a Trader’
advertisements
3 x Vehicles No MOT
2 x No Excise Licence (not seized due to circumstances)
1 x Vehicle with 3 x defective lights and 1 x defective tyre (VDRS)
1 x Vehicle with 2 defective lights (VDRS)
2 x Vehicles travelling from Cirencester found to have a mattresses in rear – the passengers and vehicle match
Child Sexual Exploitation Modus Operandi in Gloucestershire. Intelligence submissions
South Site Results: Swindon A419 Gable (Active between 0800hrs and 1200hrs)
20 x Vehicles stopped
1 x reported for minors insufficiently carried
1 x Vehicles defects advisory
1 x Follow up by environment agency linked to waste carriage
Types of Events SCs have been involved in since August 2018 to date:
Event Title
Stroud NTE
Public Protection Board Operation
Drug warrant
ASB / Drugs Stroud
FRU Bamfurlong Station Induction Early Morning Mobile Phone Op
Lydney Anti-Social Driver Road
Early Morning Mobile Phone Op
Safety
Cadets
Op INITIAL - Student officers
Force Open Day
Stroud NTE
Gloucestershire Pride
Coleford Station Visit
Football Prisoner Transport Van
Newent Onion Fayre - Response Forest - ANPR - ASB/safe and social
Bolster
driving
Newent Onion Fayre
Tewkesbury Mop Fair
Assistance for DAST - High Risk
Forest Green Rovers v Cheltenham
DA Victim
Town patrol
Awards Ceremony
OP Rouge Trader

Parkend Carnival
County streetsafe
Phoenix Festival
Multi-agency major incident
rehearsal
SC SMT Meeting
FRU E-Shift Support
Forest Op Wheeled Respect
Evening Moped Operation Arlingham
Gatcombe Horse Trials
Summer Drink Drive Road Safety
Operation
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Implementation and update re Schools Based Officers
The School Based officers are an essential component of the new Neighbourhood Policing approach for
Gloucestershire with key focus around young people, intervention, prevention and education.
We have started the recruitment of six Police Constables to fulfil the role of dedicated School Based
Officers and have 4 officers selected from an intensive and challenging selection process. The panel
consisted of operational officers, teachers and educational specialists and ensured that the staff selected
had the right skillset, capability and capacity for a demanding and challenging role. All four have and are
undergoing a period of training as we finish the summer holidays and enter the winter term.
These officers will facilitate core educational inputs across the county, build important relationships with
children, carry out restorative interventions, and ensure efficient information sharing in order to prevent
and intervene at the earliest possible opportunity.
It is worth recognising that this work and approach must and will connect with the new Neighbourhood
offer and will not be a finished product in 2018. The initial focus of the Officers is to support the
development of the program by spending the first school term building relationships with their allocated
schools, with their Neighbourhood Policing teams, working alongside Community Harm Reduction Team
(CHRT) and the partner working group.
Collective Aim
To work together to enable all children in Gloucestershire to realise their potential
Collective Objectives
Children in Gloucestershire will:
 Have improved health & wellbeing
 Be safer
 Have a voice
 Be active citizens
 Have positive relationships with each other and with supportive adults
Collective Outcomes
 Reducing exclusions, as we know this directly influences local crime and anti-social behaviour
 Reducing vulnerability amongst children through effective information sharing, with particular
recognition of children in care
 Intervening effectively at the earliest opportunity to reduce criminalisation of children and improve
their physical and mental wellbeing
Policing Objectives
 Build trust and confidence in the Police amongst all children in Gloucestershire
 Promote positive and active citizenship
 Increase safety and reduce harm suffered or caused by children
 Reduce the number of children entering the criminal justice system
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Vulnerability SPOCs in our neighbourhoods
Our new Neighbourhood Policing approach has enabled us to upskill and support delivery of 6
vulnerability officers, 1 for each local policing area.
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The officers have had an uplift in training and understanding issues including mental health, missing
(Herbert Protocol), suicide prevention, hoarding, autism, youth engagement and intervention/prevention,
help the aged, adult safeguarding and much more.
This role is critical to enable and developing working in partnerships, engagement and prevention – 3
pillars of our new offer.
This is a new role in the neighbourhood offer and reflects the core ambition of delivery under the priority
of vulnerability. Continued development of the role and activity will enable further updates, good news
stories and learning to be shared.
Accessibility and accountability – planned activities in next quarter






ABCD (Asset Building in our Communities) evaluation developing Intensive Engagement programme in
Neighbourhood Policing
Public Contact Programme development with focus on customer care journey
Citizens in Policing (CiP)
- Police Managed Car Enthusiast Event - Sunday 4th November 2018
- Night Time Economy Development Meeting
- University of Gloucestershire – Special Constabulary Research Project
- Time Based Tasking
Other volunteers – activity and development
- Mounted Section yearly review
- Neighbourhood Offer – 5 pillars focus and review (HMICFRS, Peer review, Co-commissioned review
OPCC and Constabulary)
- Visits to key OPCC funded initiatives
- First SW Regional Neighbourhood Policing Meeting
- Attendance at National Neighbourhood Policing Conference and link to National Neighbourhood
Policing Program

Accessibility and accountability – Good News Stories
Restorative Practice
There is a strategic intention by Restorative Gloucestershire and Gloucestershire County Council to initiate a
change in working practices towards restorative approaches, with particular focus on children and their
families. Restorative Practice utilises the principles of restorative justice as a way of building relationships
with and between children to resolve conflict and prevent harm.
A current pilot at Tewkesbury school has so far recorded a 54% reduction in fixed term exclusions and a 72%
reduction in learning days lost to exclusion. In addition, an internal points system used for recognising good
behaviour has seen a 7.3% increase in the number of positive points being awarded, most notably for
behaviour related to teamwork, perseverance and leadership1.

1

Tewkesbury School – a year on; Restorative Practice Evaluative Report, Molly Macleod (2018)
(unpublished)
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This is consistent with national evidence of restorative approaches within schools seeing improvements in
attendance and exclusion rates, preventing bullying and confidence in staff to deal with conflict2. It is
therefore a key intent of this proposal to ensure all Schoolbeat officers are fully trained in restorative practice
and restorative justice level 2, and for a restorative approach to be a key theme of the role.
Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)
There is a growing wealth of evidence in relation to the effects of trauma experienced by children on their
physiological and biological development, and ultimately upon the health, social and criminal justice related
outcomes they experience later in life. Experiencing four out of the ten identified adverse childhood
experiences (ACEs) renders an individual 16x more likely to use crack cocaine or heroin, 14x more likely to
have been a victim of violence in the last year, 20x more likely to go to prison during their lifetime, and 15x
more likely to have been a violent offender in the last year 3. They will also die, on average, 20 years before
somebody who has not experienced any.
There is therefore enormous preventative potential if action can be taken to tackle ACEs; whether this is by
preventing them from happening in the first place, intervening early when they are occurring, or indeed
mitigating their impact post experience.
However, evidence also suggests that professionals don’t ask about ACEs, for a variety of reasons. Yet in
order to address them, asking about them needs to become routine for professionals working with children.
Research by Read & Fraser (1998) found that 82% of people disclosed trauma when they were asked
compared to only 8% volunteering their disclosure without being asked. Furthermore, where a model known
as REACh4 has been implemented there has been no significant increase in service demand created by the
change in practice.
In recognition of this evidence, there is a growing desire within Gloucestershire to take an ACE informed
approach across the system, with an ACE Panel having now been created by the Health & Wellbeing Board
to promote this change. Schoolbeat Gloucestershire will support this change by training the officers involved,
taking an ACE informed approach to their work with children in schools, and taking steps to build resilience
wherever possible.
Operation Mamushi
Since the delivery of our new Neighbourhood Policing Offer, officers and staff from NH teams and the
Community Harm Reduction Team (CHRT) have been trained in and taken on responsibility for managing a
number of Organised Crime Groups (OCGs) in our communities. Gloucestershire’s approach of ‘everything
starts and ends in a community’ meant that local staff needed both knowledge and responsibility for local
OCGs.
In April 2018 the Community Harm Reduction Team (CHRT) took ownership of an OCG that were staring to
embed locally utilising county lines tactics. (exploiting children to bring drugs from Bristol and Birmingham
into Gloucestershire). Based on intelligence held by the Police, 32 vulnerable children were identified as
involved or on the brink of being involved in OCG activity. All 32 children were ‘RAG’ (Red/amber/green)
rated to assess their risk.
Initial ratings were 20 red (high risk) 8 amber (medium risk) 4 green (low risk)
A complex strategy meeting was held in relation to each child where each one was risk assessed and a three
2

https://restorativejustice.org.uk/restorative-practice-schools
Adverse Childhood Experiences and their impact on health-harming behaviours in the Welsh adult
population, Public Health Wales (2015)
4
Routine Enquiry into Adversity in Childhood – Warren Larkin Associates
3
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tiered approach (Strategic, Tactical and Operational framework) to intervention/prevention was taken from all
agencies. Staff from our CHR and NH Teams attended the home address of each young person, spoke with
parents/carers and provided a letter explaining that police felt that they were at risk and offering support.
Each young person was safeguarded whilst also being offered intervention and diversionary options and
many families took up this offer to divert their children from falling further into criminal activity. If these tactics
did not work or were not invested in officers involved took a more controlling approach adopting the tactic of
disruption by serving gang injunctions where necessary.
As a result of the multi-agency approach and interventions, 12 of the 32 children were placed onto child
protection plans, 18 were placed on Child In Need Plans (CIN plans) and 2 left the County. After continued
significant police investment, partnership working and family engagement the risk assessment for the original
cohort of young people after just 6 months was re-run in September 2018. The revised risk ratings of the
children involved were as follows:
A significant change from 20 to 6 rated red, 8 to 4 Amber and the rest of the cohort identified as green
risk status.
Also a step change of 10 young people on child protection plans and 7 on Child in Need plan
It has not all been simple intervention and prevention work and risk still applies to some of these vulnerable
children, 3 young people have been placed in out of county facilities for safeguarding reasons, however the
other cohort are now no longer deemed to be at risk as parents/guardians have ability to keep their children
safe and have worked with social care and police to demonstrate this. By adopting the 4 P approach,
focussing in the first instance on prevention and intervention plus protecting vulnerable young people, has
enabled Gloucestershire to fulfil its mission to ‘keep you safe’. Then by pursuing the criminal element and
making Gloucestershire an unwelcoming place for criminals and preparing young people to NOT get involved
– intelligence shows that the OCG members are no longer exploiting these and other children.
Risk assessments March to September 2018

Child protection status March – September 2018
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Older but not overlooked
Intent:
That older people need to feel and remain an active part of our communities whether they live in their
own homes or are in residential care
Both should be part of the police beat with the local officer being visible and proactive with all
vulnerable groups.
1

Keep Safe
1. July 2018 – Video completed and distributed and well received by those who have seen it.
2. March 2019 – PCSO’s taking lead in their areas; two have completed, others are works in progress.

2

County Hate Crime Coordinator
1. Hate Crime Strategic Group meeting (July 2018) – well attended by representatives from 22 different
organisations from across Gloucestershire.
2. VS ambassador volunteers – A number of current VS supporter volunteers are also giving time to
public engagement events (e.g. Pride / Police Open Day). Alongside this there are active Hate Crime
ambassadors or champions from a variety of organisations in the county, playing their part in raising
awareness, having received our Hate Crime awareness training.
3. The Coordinator is currently in discussion with an outcomes measuring expert, based at Leicester
University, who is providing guidance on how to improve our local capture of outcomes and insights
in relation to local Hate Crime work.

3

Roots Café
Roots have continued to provide a high quality but low-cost and friendly coffee shop which acts as a
hospitable social setting. Staff get to know their customers and are able to support them when
appropriate. The community space is used even more for community activities and groups, including
groups for toddlers, children and youth, community meals, health and fitness groups, family activity days
and much more, as well as several new initiatives.
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Severn View Project
They have commissioned a number of Banners, leaflets and other marketing material to increase the
reach of the project.
They have started a further club, a 4th in Cirencester.
The project representatives attended the recent open day at Police HQ, and have also had 6 visits from
PCSO’s in the quarter.
Enquiries regarding the project have come from Stroud and in this quarter they were pleased to be
visited by Lady Bathurst

5

Together In Matson
The centre is still vibrant with lots going on. More vulnerable people are visiting since they started
providing free food distribution. More activities are being provided for all ages and community members
themselves, to support others in need. They find that when people engage with them for the first time
they soon find out that The Redwell Centre is a safe place to be, where no-one judges anyone for the
situations they find themselves in. They are now working with more agencies who want to work with
them, including referrals from schools to support their “on the verge of being excluded pupils”.
12
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Gloucestershire Older People Association
During the period under review they organised information stands at the Skillzone organised by the
Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue Service and the Barton & Tredworth Cultural Fayre.
They organised an information stand at the Gloucestershire Constabulary & OPCC Open Day on 15
September 2018. At that event they took the opportunity of promoting their “Wellbeing” survey.
They have maintained links with the transgender community and a meeting with the transgender
reference group will be taking place in October.
Using the links they have established with groups and organisations under the Older But Not Overlooked
initiative, we were able to support and promote the ‘Housing with Care’ survey carried out by
Gloucestershire County Council and the Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group.
Working with a number of partner agencies, they helped organise a total of 6 events in Gloucester and in
the process were able to ensure older people were able to participate. That work would not have been
possible without the past support of the Commissioner’s Fund. In the process they were able to hand out
information on safety related issues.
They have continued to develop new links across the statutory and voluntary sectors and to strengthen
existing links. They attended a number of community led meetings and are organising a number of
information stands for the coming months. They will be focussing on preparing for the winter and have
ordered a stock of brochures and leaflets from Age UK and Independent Age.
They are continually adding to their resource library which comprises a range of booklets, leaflets and
other publications produced by voluntary and statutory organisations working with and on behalf of older
people.
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Age UK Link Project
Interviews of older people and what they feel regarding where they live. Some dates are now booked
and contacts made with sheltered schemes around the county including locations in Gloucester,
Cotswolds and Stroud. Everyone we have spoken to about a performance has been very keen to
support the group on this important issue and we do not envisage any problems sourcing locations. We
are, however, aware with the winter approaching we may not be able to travel to some locations and the
practicalities of transporting a group of older people across the county may mean we postpone some
performances until the spring.
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Be social
Practitioners are paying to have a table or run a demonstration and there is a small entry fee to help
cover costs. The venue is Abbey Fields Community Centre as this has greater capacity. Hosted by
BeSocial@GL54, this will help increase awareness of the centre as a venue and the classes held there.
Promotion on social media has continued to engage with a wider audience and has resulted in increased
‘likes’ of the Facebook page and awareness of “BeSocial.”
A specific campaign promoted the venue with a ‘buy one get one free’ for the first month of new
bookings if signed up by the end of July. This has resulted in several new classes starting in September:
- Baby Massage
13
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French Conversation (rescheduled from July)
Fit Lines dance class (from October)
Pilates (from October)

Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust Brighter Futures
Activities include bush craft, plant identification and photography, bird and invertebrate survey there
were 11 on the latest course helping people with a variety of needs

10 Churn Project
They continue to provide a valuable resource in the community for isolated and lonely older people.
Numbers attending the group continue to grow. The average attendance is 18 -20 people. They have
had 4 new members this quarter and a number of people who have attended sessions on a one-off basis
have been signposted on to other services provided at The Churn or in the community. This has
included additional sessions provided at The Churn around Internet Security & the Everybody Active
Scheme at Cirencester leisure centre. People have started to build their own informal networks outside
the Tuesday session.
11 Cotswold Friends
They have 11 lunch clubs up and running with approximately 300 clients attending each month. Each
lunch club has 1- 2 volunteers, 1 has 4 because they cook their own food (Wyck Rissington), estimated
4 hours each session. The others have 2 volunteering hours each session. This totals 88 hours each
month. In addition, some clients use volunteer drivers to attend the lunch clubs. This varies each month,
as does driving time.
12 Dementia Awareness Stonehouse
They continue to publicise the project within the community, displaying awareness postcards in local
shops, GPs’ surgeries etc. and by using local community publications. They get an average of one
referral per week from various sources plus maintaining a diary of all activities carried out which is
reviewed at our quarterly meetings.
13 Forest Up-Cycling Project - Gardening for Vulnerable People
They have made good progress towards the objectives, giving help to 3 vulnerable households in the
Forest of Dean in this quarter. These residents all had gardens which were out of control and suggested
a lack of ability for the client to maintain. Of these jobs, one requires repeat visits as it was in a
particularly bad condition and could not be completed in one session.
14 GL COMMUNITIES
They are now working on the new Wellbeing project that includes the Friday Club.
This will be working on Social Inclusion and Well-Being.
They are also working to regenerate the building itself and have recently put in a bid for the community
space funding from Barnwood Trust.
The Well Being project is funded by the CCG funding and is going well. The garden has been completely
redone by a team of volunteers and it looks amazing.
This will be great for the visit of Lady Bathurst which is this month and they are looking forward to this at
the Friday Club. This is adding excitement, with the Centre becoming vibrant again and includes a job
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club two mornings per week.
The help of OPCC funding has meant they have been able to make sure that they are growing the
momentum around this building and it is not going to close.
Everyone who is working within the Centre is working as a team with one aim and that is, the Centre
stays open.
15 Glos Pogty
They aimed to re-brand the group to more accurately reflect and meet the needs of the young trans
community and their families. They have developed new branding/logos this quarter which will be
implemented across new literature and cards to gain further reach and visibility across print and web
platforms. With logos and copy now complete they are in the process of getting printed materials
finalised in readiness for various events and distribution.
16 Stroud Valleys Project - Wild Work
This is a mental health project focussing on working outdoors and in a team. The project has been
advertised locally to recruit volunteers and is also linked with the South Gloucestershire College at
Stroud.
17 Gloucestershire Bike Project
They have gained 2 new volunteers this quarter, who along with the other volunteers have helped them
prepare bikes for use in the workshops as well as other general tasks.
One of their older volunteers helped to collate the information from the various AGE UK booklets and
produce the safety hand-out for Older People
18 Gloucestershire Constabulary
Intensive Engagement
Projects are now in progress In Cinder ford where they are working with Forest Up Cycle and
Cheltenham. The Cotswolds have identified Moreton in Marsh as their intended location which has a
large older population and issues of minor youth based ASB as well as poor social mobility. Stroud is yet
to identify an area but the CSP have agreed to fund the additional project support offered by Richard
James.
Operation Signature was delayed in roll out from September to October due to IT. Training has been
given to PCSO’s to include awareness around the OBNO projects.
19 Gloucestershire Constabulary
Herbert Protocol and Message In A Bottle
Have both been refreshed and pushed by CHRT and NHP, this will continue until embedded as
Business as Usual (BAU) for teams.
Glos Keep Safe
Training given to PCSO’s with patchy take up across the county. CI Pegler driving this with feedback
from project lead to identify PCSO contacts in areas where there are gaps.
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20 Gloucestershire Constabulary
NHP OBNO / Adult Vulnerability Practitioners Day (photo below) has been held in the Forest of
Dean earlier this month with 50 PC / PCSO’s in attendance from across the force. On the agenda was
Hate Crime, Mental Health and Missing persons to include Herbert Protocol, Dementia awareness and
best practice example from PCSO Lynch around VIST (Vulnerability Identification Screening Tool) and
using partners. Really well received and thanks to PC Steph Lawrence, Inspector Sarah Simmons,
PCSO Dawn Teague, PC Julie Evan and PCSO Gary Lynch who all presented to their colleagues.

Adult Safe Guarding and support continues across the force with 224 AAR enquiries raised by our
officers via VISTS being submitted in respect of identifying adult vulnerability since 1st August ‘VIST’.
NHP Vulnerabilities PC are now connected with DI Hannah Mackie in PPU and bimonthly meetings are
being held, there has been a focus on adult vulnerability as previously we had been more child focussed.
This will continue as BAU. CI Pegler has instigated a review of all locally held case files to ensure that
all cases are held and managed only on Unifi Enquiry. All local documents have been deleted to comply
with data security and ensure we have corporate memory.
Cocooning / Community Safety Partnership (CSP) events with Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue
Services (GFRS) have been held now in all NHP areas other than Tewkesbury and the Forest of Dean,
they have been and great success and joint visits of premises have identified a number of vulnerable
adults and safe and well checks have been completed and items such as smoke alarms and fire
retardant bedding issued.
Older but not overlooked – planned activities in next quarter






OBNO -Community Safety and Networking Event to be held at the Redwell Centre Matson
National Hate Awareness Week Publicity and a number of events planned
OBNO Lead attending National Mental Health Day
Celebration of three Years of Wotton-Under-Edge Dementia Project
Project Visits:- by OBNO Strategic lead and joint visits with Chief Inspector Peglar on a monthly basis
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Older but not Overlooked – Good News Stories
In the run up to National Hate Crime Week the great story this quarter is the work carried out by the Hate
Crime Coordinator for the County some of which is outlined below:
 Rebecca Richardson delivered 18 of the 19 Hate Crime awareness training sessions in the last quarter
(the remaining 1 was delivered by steering group members Robin Agascar and Phil Lowery) to a total of
221 participants
 Rebecca continues to work in partnership with Barnwood Trust to support a group of people with lived
experience of hate crimes and incidents to deliver a workshop for the National Hate Crime Awareness
Week 2018
 Rebecca is involved in on-going planning work with colleagues from Remembering Srebrenica for the
memorial event and for launching ‘We Are One Awards’ for Gloucestershire
 Talks
 5th July 2018 – Delivered a talk to a group of head teachers at the South Cotswold School Partnership
meeting
 7th July 2018 – Co-host on two stands at the Cheltenham Midsummer Fiesta (Remembering Srebrenica
and Cheltenham LGBT Partnership)
 11th July 2018 – a guest speaker at the Remembering Srebrenica Memorial event at Cheltenham
Borough Council alongside Phil Sullivan
 18th July – joint speaker, alongside PC Steph Lawrence, at Muslim Women’s event at Gloucester
Friendship Cafe
 8th September 2018 - Co-hosted a Hate Crime Awareness stand at the Gloucestershire Pride with Phil
Sullivan
Gloucestershire Constabulary
In the Forest we have used a GPS tag to reduce risk to a lady with a head injury that causes her to behave
chaotically and regularly go missing. The tag, normally used for offender management has been issued with
family and partner support and should enable us to track and locate her quickly. Credit to PC Rob Mortimer
and Inspector Sarah Simmons.
Letter of appreciation from Gloucestershire Safeguarding Adults Board (GSAB) to PCSO Gary Lynch; ‘The
Gloucestershire Safeguarding adult’s board held this learning event around the circumstances surrounding
Mary and it quickly became apparent that Gary had made very significant efforts to support Mary with her
vulnerabilities and risk within the community in which she lived. Mary was a “hoarder” and has various
symptoms that indicate personality disorders such as obsessive compulsive disorder. She was unable to
function fully within her community and Gary has therefore made direct contact with her and supported her,
for example when she was vulnerable to financial abuse (asking strangers to get shopping) self-neglect
(hoarding, fire-risk) etc. He worked with her social worker and medical professionals to assist her in
accessing the services she needed. The board wished to acknowledge this formally by sending this letter and
I felt it should be brought to your attention also as Gary clearly understands community policing and the value
of “Making Safeguarding Personal”. Thankfully as a result of combined efforts, Mary has survived and is now
living in relative safety and comfort with adequate support.’
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Young people becoming adults
Intent:
To deliver sensitive, relevant and effective policing ensuring our young people become law-abiding,
productive members of society
To ensure that the ‘system’ must work for them, not against them
1

There is now a Youth Custody Co-ordinator based in the custody suite 9am-3pm to support children in
police custody and provide information and advice to officers dealing with a child suspect. This is a
recent development but early indications are that it is working well and proving to be beneficial. We are
also working to increase capacity to ensure this service is available 7 days a week from 9am-9pm.

2

The Police & Criminal Evidence Act (PACE) Transfer protocol has now been reviewed and as part of this
we now have access to secure accommodation should this be required. We have successfully
transferred 3 young people to Local Authority Accommodation from Police Custody to date.

3

Children First

Children First commenced on 1/1/18 and we are now 9 months into the project. The above chart
illustrates the reduction in statutory interventions in the first two quarters of operation, highlighting the
numbers of children who have not been criminalised as a result. The Joint Decision Panel (JDP) has
considered a total of 331 cases to date, of these 221 had no previous formal outcome and therefore
would have been criminalised pre the introduction of Children First. This has resulted in 243 Youth
Restorative Interventions (YRI’s) being given as a direct alternative to a formal criminal sanction.
During Quarter 2 there were only 5 young people who became First Time Entrants to the criminal justice
system compared to 42 the same quarter the previous year.
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144 YRI’s are noted as having been successfully completed and 79 remain open. The majority of those
completed are also recorded as having been completed within an eight-week period.
Our contact rates with victims following a YRI is also better, than after the imposition of a court order.
We were unable to contact 47% of identifiable victims following a court order, compared to only 27% of
victims where the outcome was a YRI. There is also evidence of a slight increase in the take up of RJ
where a YRI is given (55%), compared to a Court Order (40%). This is likely to be attributable in part to
the time delay between offence and outcome where a court order is imposed, which is significantly
reduced where the outcome is a YRI. Overall we have significantly increased the number of victims we
are contacting and the number of restorative interventions being delivered, particularly face to face
meetings between the young person and their victim.
It is clear that Children First is successfully diverting young people away from the formal criminal justice
system and ensuring that victims and restorative interventions are at the heart of interventions with
young people.
4

We were successful in our application to the Centre for Justice Innovation, for intensive practice support
regarding the Children First Project. To date they have facilitated a workshop with all partners to review
the project against best practice principles in diversion. The have also undertaken a document review
and made a series of recommendations. The final stage of practice support will be in relation to
communication and effective engagement. Once complete, an Improvement Plan will be developed to
ensure recommendations can be taken forward.
Children First Working Group continues to meet monthly and the Strategic Group Quarterly.

5

A second workshop has been facilitated with partners re: ASB (YST, Constabulary CHRT, NPT’s, GCH,
Solace) and a process has now been developed which ensures effective early identification, intervention
and partnership working, in line with the ethos and values of Children First. This ensures that support
and challenge are provided in equal measures and at the earliest opportunity to prevent the escalation of
ASB. This proposal has been to Safer Gloucestershire and has been agreed in principle. The YPBA lead
will now meet CSP’s individually to consider how this can best be delivered locally within districts. We
feel this work supports and compliments the Child Friendly aspirations of the OPCC.

Young people becoming adults – planned activities in next quarter








Increase the capacity of the Youth Custody Coordinators to 9am-9pm 7 days a week.
Arrange and deliver a series of multi-agency training events re: requirements of the PACE Transfer
Protocol to ensure it can be successfully applied- Police, YST, Social Care.
Take forward the learning and recommendations from the Centre for Justice Innovation re: Children First
and develop an Improvement Plan.
Recruit to the full time administrator post for Children First- funding now agreed
Recruit two volunteer victim support staff for victim updates
Implement new ASB processes and meet with local CSP’s re: local application.
Transition of governance of Children First from Restorative Gloucestershire to CHRT
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Young people becoming adults – Good News Stories
A young person broke into a church in Cheltenham and a large TV screen was taken in the early hours of the
morning, A member of the church was present at the church and followed the young person at a distance
while the police were called. The young person was then arrested.
A YRI was subsequently given to the young person as part of the Children First initiative and the church were
consulted as the victims of this offence. They provided a statement and indicated they would be willing to
meet with the young person.
The young person was initially difficult to engage, they were living in supported housing due to a family
breakdown and were not motivated to work with others. Through the young person’s social worker over a
number of sessions we were able to get the young person to buy into the conference. Both parties took part
in a number of preparation sessions, with the young person initially exploring what happened through a letter.
The face-to-face conference then took place and the victim was able to share the fears they had that night.
They had had thoughts for their own safety and how this would impact on their own family if they came to
harm. The young person apologised and agreed to come to the church to help on a luncheon day for those in
need in the community in order to make amends for what he had done.
The young person went along with support and spent time with both those preparing food and those in
attendance, some of who shared stories of their own life experiences. Positive feedback from both the victim
and the young person has been received with both stating they felt it had been a valuable experience for
them.
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Safe days and nights
Intent:
To better manage the Gloucestershire night-time economy, with alcohol related crime and disorder
being reduced
That everyone should be able to go out to our parks, pubs and streets without fear
1

The number of recorded Domestic Abuse crimes continues to rise, this is mainly attributable to better
awareness and understanding of staff, also to improved recording practices. At the same time DA
incidents appear to have plateaued and are currently stable. DA arrests have also increased but due to
the numbers of crimes recorded the overall arrest rate has dipped slightly in the last three months to
39.5%.

2

Domestic Abuse 7 Sexual Offences Team (DAST) Detective Sergeant role has been deployed to act as
deputy chair of Multi Agency Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC) process to assist in decision
making and convening MARAC in more timely fashion since start of September.

3

As of 17/9 31 Domestic Violence Protection Orders (DVPO’s) have been successfully obtained in less
than nine months

4

The Home Office have been to see our Domestic Violence Disclosure scheme (DVDS) process and
utilised a number of the elements in best national practice guidance.

5

Currently there are approximately five or six known live County lines active which is a reduction by half
from the previous update.

6

Serious violence and firearms related incidents have reduced as a result of police activity.

7

Urban gangs continue to exploit children with a significant success around OP Mamushi where over 30
children have been safeguarded as a result of multi-agency working and problem solving

8

Very successful press release in September 2018 detailing the achievement of hitting 200 years of
sentencing for County Linesdrug dealing. Significant national coverage for this achievement and appears
to be having a positive impact on the amount of county lines currently within the county which have
decreased recently.

9

The Constabulary are taking part in a research project with Gloucester University. The project involves
case reviews by criminology students. Specifically looking at the following points, Offender
characteristics, criminogenic needs and models. Pathway analysis to identify intervention points, onset,
desistence, report and refer points etc. Victim characteristics and models and relationship with offender
characteristics. The use and monitoring of protective strategies. Models of CSE in specific
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Gloucestershire context (e.g. rural models etc.) Multiagency response effectiveness and involvement
(particularly around early referral, assessment and case closure).We are awaiting the outcomes of this
report.
10 NHP sergeants are conducting partnership briefings on a Friday and Saturday night at:
 2200hrs Gloucester at ATIK Night Club 141 Eastgate Street
 2215hrs Cheltenham at 77 The Promenade.
These briefings are attended by Street Pastors, Guardians (Cheltenham), Student Patrols and Door
Staff. These are working well.
11 Street Pastors withdrawing from Gloucester on a Friday evening, partly due to resourcing, but mainly as
a result of improved partnership working and reduced need.
Safe days and nights for all – planned activities in the next quarter











As of the 5thNovember the DAST will transfer to the MASH at Shire Hall. This was a recommendation
from the DA task and finish work in 2017. Focus of team will remain ‘safeguarding’ (including DVPN/O
and DVDS). Detective Sergeant will run daily DA meeting and MARAC process under guidance of MASH
manager.
A peer review of MARAC has been commissioned and Wiltshire will be undertaking this on the
25thOctober. A wider review of MARAC will then be undertaken in late 2018/early 2019.
Development of internal framework to support staff suffering DA. Being developed in conjunction with
Nick Gazzard.
Increased partnership working through the recently appointed regional County Lines coordinator DI
Charlotte Tucker and the National Coordination Centre at the NCA and engagement in the National
Intensification week running 8th–14thOctober 2018.
The multi-agency team is currently governed through the MASH board . This together with the terms of
reference for the LSCB subgroup are subject to multiagency review. The Sub group now also includes
missing, recognising the correlation between missing and CSE.
CI NHP Urban is working with the chairs of both Gloucester and Cheltenham Nightsafe to create a
‘Memorandum of Understanding’ around both areas NTE that all partners will be signing up to in order to
enable greater understanding and transparency around working practises.
Following a review of NTE NH shift patterns are being reviewed to enable NH shifts on a Friday and
Saturday to move to 9pm-5am to meet night time economy needs
A presentation took place with the Special Constabulary, 31 attendees, to consult on creating a dedicated
NTE team. This will now progress with enhanced training being delivered through the NH teams.

Safer Days & Nights – Good News Stories
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Safe and social driving
Intent:
That people are able to move around our communities in safety and with as much ease and
convenience as possible
That the police will enforce the law when necessary, but will all work to reduce offending and
antisocial driving
1

byPASSthEdaNGER
434 students attended this workshop delivered by Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service staff during
this quarter. It is designed to encourage young people to “speak up” to careless or dangerous driving.
This is an increase of 104 students compared to last quarter.

2

Wrecked
Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service delivered this workshop, designed to reduce the harm caused
by drink and drug driving, to 444 (this is a decrease on last quarter, however July and August are the
summer holidays).

3

Drive iQ Gloucestershire (DIQG)
This is a localised certificated online driving awareness programme delivered by Gloucestershire Fire
and Rescue Service. It helps the student to acquire knowledge, which will inform decision-making
processes to reduce risk taking and misconceptions.
For the 18/19 academic year up to the end of September 216 student have registered on the programme
to date and 56 of them have already completed all the modules. Now we have more deliverers in place
this can be relaunched in schools.

4

Gloucestershire Youth mini bike project
Funded by OPCC, Gloucestershire Youth Mini Bike Project has continued its reduction in anti-socialbehaviour through engagement and diversion of hard to reach disadvantaged young people. They work
with children from 6-16 years old. They have consistently reduced calls for ASB related incidents across
Gloucester. They are still seeing high levels of engagement and participation from disadvantaged and
hard to reach young people across the spectrum. Their attendance levels remain high and number an
average of 28 riders per session. They have provided a service for approx. 1,500 young people to date
and continue to improve relationships between young people, partners, professionals and other
members of the local community.

5

Young Rider RUup4it - Cheltenham & Cotswold Advanced Motorcyclists
To promote safer riding on Gloucestershire Roads to the younger, less experienced rider. Their aim is to
do this by removing the cost objection to undertaking their Advanced Rider Course a test which would
normally cost £149 plus approx £60 contribution towards fuel for their observer.
They now have recruited 8 young riders and are delighted to advice you that they have had their first test
pass. Not only was it a pass, the young rider also impressed the examiner (ex-Police Rider) so much
that he was awarded a F1rst - the highest level of passes possible.
3 further riders recruited in the quarter which matches our funding level and also the observer resource
we have available for training. They expect a further 2 riders to be at test ready standard within weeks.
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6

Mobile Phone Campaign
The mobile phone campaign ran during the week of 17th September. It was launched at the police open
day on the 15th September. GFRS did an extrication display to the public based on a mobile phone RTC.
The week saw social media coverage starting with a press release from Martin Surl and GCC.
Throughout the week the special constabulary went out every day and traffic also did so on the 19 th
September. 27 traffic offence reports issued for mobile phone usage and 73 letters forwarded in support
of the mobile phones usage campaign.

7

8,008 camera speeding offences processed, 293 endorsable tickets and 165 other tickets issued, which
led to 235 NDORS courses run in Gloucestershire, educating 5,411 clients, of which over 64% were
Gloucestershire Constabulary detected offences. We have also produced 437 traffic prosecution files.

8

The go ahead was given by OPCC to taking on NDORS education and administration in house from 1st
June 2018. In the quarter, we took 6,271 bookings of which 4,505 (72%) were on-line and only 1,766
(28%) were answered via our call handlers. We have operated courses from 7 sites across the county
including the full suite of NDORS courses.

9

Our two new mobile community enforcement officers are fully trained and active in the county. They
have in the quarter established 43 community enforcement sites, and have made 106 visits to these
locations and detected 1,622 offences.

10 Our new equipment offers better opportunity to look at other anti-social driving offences – mobile
use/non seatbelt usage and tailgating have all been successfully piloted and have been rolled out. Back
office processes have been successfully worked through and implemented to support.
Safe and social driving – planned activities in next quarter









6 retained fire fighters will now be delivering Road Safety Prevention to schools throughout
Gloucestershire. This is an increase from 3 fire fighters. This will help to support educational prevention
and allow for more school to be reached. These firefighters will be accredited in line with NFCC
requirements, through GB Road Safety.
Virtual Reality headsets will be purchased and will be piloted in schools and possibly as part of safe and
well visits (this will be explored next quarter).
National Road Safety week is taking place the week beginning 19th November. We will be supporting this
through social media and operational support (TBC). We will be running operation Close Pass. We will be
delivering Biker Down at SkillZone and we will also be using Social Media to drive awareness.
Drink Drive Campaign will be taking place from 1st December-31st December. This will be supported
through social media, posters (in licensed premises), bus backs in Gloucestershire. We will have a large
focus on delivering Wrecked to schools throughout December as well as Police Operational support.
As well as the HGV vehicle is booked for the week of 17th December to support the Drink/Drive campaign
but also mobile phones (this will ensure we are following up with the publics comments made through
social media to ensure that we are continuing to use enforcement against the use of mobile phones whilst
driving).
To prepare and plan for ‘What if?’ education prevention for 16+ educational settings. With the support of a
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member of the team from the OPCC and GFRS support.
Safe and Social Driving Branding will be agreed this quarter and events material will be order. These can
then be used at future Road Safety events.
Current levels of activity with mobile speed enforcement to be maintained
2 further mobile camera officers to deal with community concerns to be recruited in the next quarter –
after Constabulary/PCC agreement received.
CJD Traffic Dept will establish contact with local policing & special constabulary when additional officers
have been recruited to develop strategy and take on local road concerns where possible.
GCC remain willing to digitise the fixed site camera network. Discussions are ongoing over a potential
investment by them of up to £138,000. The potential multi usage camera chosen but this awaits full Home
Office Type Approval.
Paper to be submitted to consider treatment of DASHCAM footage from the general public evidencing
poor driver behaviour
We are implementing recent recommendations from our approved strategy document, shortly to be
recruiting a civilian investigator, a traffic evidential review officer and other support staff, to allow us to
investigate minor traffic collisions centrally, thereby reducing pressure upon front line officers and IIT. This
should also lead to swifter resolution of collision cases and an increased uptake in education rather than
prosecution.

Safe & Social Driving – Good News Stories
We should be able to provide a good news story shortly, when our Nissan Leaf vehicle recently purchased is
liveried with the PCC’s safe and social driving message.
We will also be able to release details of the new equipment’s capabilities, when the first of the multiple
offences (speed/mobile phone usage) has gone through the court process.
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Safer Cyber
Intent:
To ensure Gloucestershire is safer as people, commerce and other organisations increasingly live,
trade and work on-line. It underpins personal safety, economic growth and proseperity, in urban and
rural environments, by supporting pepole of all ages, organisations and businesses
1

Multiple inputs have been provided for a variety of community groups, paying particular attention to
those who may not necessarily access policing services so readily due to language and vulnerability
influenced barrier

2

Significant support has been provided to support the SchoolBeat initiative that starts in the next quarter,
embedding officers within the county schools and in the context of the priority, will be able to both deliver
and inform improvements to the quality of Safer Cyber related inputs.

3

Social media has been leveraged in a more interactive fashion this past quarter, particularly through a
Facebook Live event, expanding the opportunity for people to access policing services in relation to
Cyber-crime prevention.

4

The priority has been strongly represented at the Constabulary open day and has seen a high level of
engagement, facilitating the relevant, meaningful sharing of Cyber-crime prevention messaging to a
diverse group of those Constabulary serves from across our county.

5

A number of sessions have been delivered across the county, in partnership with the Retail Banking
sector, to help reduce the potential for victims of financial and online fraud.

6

New priority and policing leads have been appointed for the priority, who will be able to bring a fresh
approach to Safer Cyber moving forward.

Safer cyber – planned activities in next quarter






Work will continue to enhance the offering to our counties’ schools around Safer Cyber Protect and
Prevent work.
A community hackathon is being developed to create opportunities for those who may have a propensity
to commit cybercrime, where they do not necessarily have the means opportunities to put their skills to
good use. This should reduce the potential number of offenders and victims in Gloucestershire and help
fill the extensive national skills gap for cyber security jobs.
Following national guidance and subject to successful recruitment, the structure and resources in relation
to Cybercrime capabilities at a local policing level, should be enhanced and result in a more effective and
consistent service to demand around cybercrime.
Put in place processes to understand the scale of cyber enabled and cyber dependent crime within the
Force area, with oversight focused within the Digital Intelligence unit (in line with imminent investigation
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capacity).
Put in place a dedicated digital cyber investigative capability – utilising the central funding available; this
resource will be within the existing knowledge hub of the Digital Intelligence Unit.
Review the requirements for support to different categories of potential victims. These include: large
companies, Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs), schools and the general public.
Seek to ‘industrialise' communications to the public. With the intention of reaching the maximum number
of people and raise awareness of how cybercrime can be thwarted.
Establish more partnerships with commercial partners, whereby accredited cyber protect resources can
be signposted to key businesses and Critical National Infrastructure within Gloucestershire.
New platforms to deliver the safer cyber message will be explored, such as Webinars.

Safer Cyber – Good News Stories
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3.

Overview of Budget
Commissioner’s Fund – Priority Leads Fund at 17.10.2018
Priority

Projected Spend 2017/21

Awards to date 2017/19

Accessibility and accountability
Older but not overlooked
Young people becoming adults
Safe days and nights
Safe and social driving
Safer cyber
Animal Welfare
Environmental
Other
Projected Expenditure total
Total Budget

£47,050
£99,931
£355,857
£230,982
£700
£134,336
£337
£0
£123,482
£992,675
c. £1,100,000

£47,050
£48,519
£308,551
£138,482
£223
£64,636
£337
£0
£72,213
£676,581
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